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Abstract
In [1] we gave a precise holographic calculation of chaos at the scrambling time
scale. We studied the influence of a small perturbation, long in the past, on a two-
sided correlation function in the thermofield double state. A similar analysis applies
to squared commutators and other out-of-time-order one-sided correlators [2–4]. The
essential bulk physics is a high energy scattering problem near the horizon of an AdS
black hole. The above papers used Einstein gravity to study this problem; in the
present paper we consider stringy and Planckian corrections. Elastic stringy correc-
tions play an important role, effectively weakening and smearing out the development
of chaos. We discuss their signature in the boundary field theory, commenting on the
extension to weak coupling. Inelastic effects, although important for the evolution
of the state, leave a parametrically small imprint on the correlators that we study.
We briefly discuss ways to diagnose these small corrections, and we propose another
correlator where inelastic effects are order one.ar
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1 Introduction
The usual way to think about high energy effects in string theory, or more generally in
quantum gravity, is to envision high energy scattering experiments. The deviation of string
theory amplitudes from pointlike particle amplitudes at large center of mass energy,
√
s,
signals the novel extended nature of these degrees of freedom. One characteristic effect is
the transverse spreading of strings. In a high energy collision, the characteristic transverse
size grows like `s
√
log s`2s, where `s is the string length.
Black holes provide a laboratory where such high energy processes are important even
when no explicitly high energy quanta are injected into the system. The basic reason for
this was first realized in the work of Hawking and Unruh on quantum radiation from black
holes. Near a black hole horizon, outside static (Schwarzschild) observers are accelerating
relative to a global reference frame (like Kruskal) and their time represents the rapidity
of a boost. Energies measured by Schwarzschild observers in frames separated by time t
differ by a factor of e2pit/β, where β is the inverse Hawking temperature. This exponential
ratio can produce energies of string scale, Planck scale or even higher, opening up the
question of stringy or transplanckian effects in black holes.
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The quantum consequences of these large boosts have been the object of extensive
study. Susskind [5] investigated the transverse and longitudinal spreading of strings and
its relation to the stretched horizon. The transverse part was interpreted as branched
diffusion in [6]. The potential importance of the characteristic time when this boost be-
comes Planckian, t∗ ∼ β logmpβ, was pointed out in [7,5,6]. This timescale made another
appearance in the work of Hayden and Preskill [8], who made the connection between the
quantum chaotic process of fast scrambling [9–16] and the Planckian boost time t∗. Sekino
and Susskind [17] further connected these concepts to gauge/gravity duality.
The firewall proposal [18–20] has re-emphasized the importance of these effects, as
transplanckian physics provides an obstruction [21] to building the interior using the
pullback-pushforward technique [22]. Other recent work on the effect of large boosts in
related contexts includes discussions of brane dynamics [23], of stretched string produc-
tion [24], and of longitudinal spreading [25].
Building on work of van Raamsdonk and collaborators [26] we [1] investigated scram-
bling in the two sided eternal black hole in AdS/CFT. We gave a sharp holographic deriva-
tion of the butterfly effect, where large boosts again play the central role. Our analysis
began with the thermofield double state (TFD) of two CFTs ‘L’ and ‘R’, dual to the eter-
nal AdS Schwarzschild black hole [27,28]. This state has a large degree of special two-sided
correlation, diagnosed e.g. by two-sided correlation functions 〈φLφR〉. We perturbed this
state by applying an operator W at time t on the left boundary.1 This operator adds
a small amount of energy to the system, of order one thermal quantum. However, if t
is sufficiently large, the perturbation powerfully disrupts the two-sided correlation. The
bulk explanation for this is that W produces a shock wave whose energy in the global
t = 0 frame appears boosted to β−1e2pit/β where β is the inverse Hawking temperature.
When this energy becomes of order the mass scale of the black hole, i.e., t ∼ t∗ = β2pi logS
(where S is the entropy per thermal volume in the CFT), the effect of the shock on φ
propagation becomes important and substantial decorrelation of left and right degrees of
freedom occurs.
Because of the large boost at scrambling time, the energies involved in this process
are very high. In our original work [1] we studied this system using Einstein gravity
and gave a preliminary discussion of the potentially important string and planck scale
corrections. The basic point of the present paper is to give a more systematic analysis
of these corrections. We will show that the important physics for the computation of the
1In [1] we referred to t as tw.
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Figure 1: Locations on the Penrose diagram of the various operators described in the text.
correlator, even at large t, is scattering at energies with GNs ∼ 1 in AdS units. At these
scales, inelastic effects are parametrically subleading. However, elastic stringy corrections
are important. String theory leads to two related corrections to the picture of scrambling.
First, as might be expected from [5], stringy effects smear out the region of decorrelation
over a scale ρ ∼ `s
√
t/`AdS. Second, due to Regge-ization, the scattering amplitude grows
more slowly with s than in pure gravity. This leads to a “string corrected” scrambling
time
t∗ =
β
2pi
[
1 +
d(d− 1)`2s
4`2AdS
+ ...
]
logS (1)
where d is the space-time dimension of the boundary theory.
1.1 Correlation functions that probe chaos
Before getting started, we would like to place the problem of computing 〈φLφR〉W in a
slightly more general context, and to introduce some new notation. (The discussion here
has some overlap with [29].) The case we originally considered, in [1], was a two-sided
correlation function of the form
〈WR(t)VLVRWR(t)〉 = 〈VLWR(t)VRWR(t)〉 (2)
where the expectation value indicates the thermofield double state, and we have switched
L↔ R compared to [1].2 In this paper, we will take V and W to be approximately local
operators, that raise the energy of the thermal state by an amount of order β−1. (For
simplicity of notation, we will also assume the operators are Hermitian and that they
2A word on conventions. Given an operator V in a single copy of the CFT, we define VR = 1 ⊗ V ,
acting on the R system. We define VL = V
T ⊗ 1, where the transpose is taken in the energy eigenbasis.
Under the Killing time evolution, VL(t) = e
−iHLtVLeiHLt and VR(t) = eiHRtVRe−iHRt.
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have vanishing one-point functions.) In a suitably chaotic system, we expect correlation
functions of this type to become small at large t, regardless of the specific choice of V,W .
This is supported by the analysis of [1].
Other correlation functions can also be used to probe the same physics. In particular,
we can consider completely one-sided thermal correlators, like
〈V W (t)V W (t)〉. (3)
Here and in the remainder of the paper, operators with omitted subscripts are assumed
to act on the R system, and operators without time arguments are assumed to be at
t = 0. Other one-sided orderings, such as V VW (t)W (t) and VW (t)W (t)V are not directly
sensitive to chaos. At large time, they approach 〈V V 〉〈WW 〉. This implies that the
behavior of the squared commutator 〈[W (t), V ]2〉 is determined by (3). The fact that this
correlator becomes small at late times indicates that the squared commutator becomes
large, of order 〈V V 〉〈WW 〉.
Correlation functions similar to (3) were analyzed by Larkin and Ovchinnikov [30] for
a single particle in a chaotic potential. More recently, the order-one commutator between
any two operators V,W was connected to the butterfly effect in [19]. The commutator was
studied using holography in [2,3], and in [3] as a diagnostic of the growth with time of local
operators. Kitaev [4], has also examined correlation functions such as (3). Building on [30]
he made the connection between the initial exponential behavior of these correlation func-
tions and Lyapunov exponents, also calculated the correlators using gravitational shock
wave scattering in a theory dual to gravity, and pointed out the unusual quantization of
these Lyapunov exponents in such a theory. Similar correlation functions have also been
studied in large c 2d CFTs [29,31].
Finally, we can also consider a configuration with two operators on each side:
〈VLWR(t)VRWL(t)〉. (4)
This arrangement is closely related to the work of [32–34] on high energy scattering in
vacuum AdS. Although the bulk physics in these references is rather similar to what we
will study, the boundary interpretation is quite different. In [32–34], the operators V,W
are explicitly high energy. In our case, they are thermal scale; the high energies are a
result of the boosting effect of time evolution in the black hole geometry.
Although we have described these correlation functions separately, we emphasize that
they are all related by analytic continuation. For concreteness, we will often focus on the
purely one-sided configuration (3). The first function (2) can be obtained by adding −iβ/2
4
to the time argument of the first V operator. To get the third (4), we also add +iβ/2 to
the time of the second W operator. This continuation is explained in Fig. 2. All of these
correlation functions can be obtained by analytically continuing the Euclidean correlator
to a second sheet. See [29] for a recent explanation of the necessary continuation.
W
WVV
WR
WRVL VR
WL WRVL VR
Figure 2: The path integral contours that define (3), (2), and (4), respectively. The circle
is the periodic imaginary time direction, and the folds represent the real-time evolution
to produce the W (t) operators. The contour ordering is the same in each case, so the
correlators are related by adding or subtracting imaginary time β/2 to one or two of the
operators.
1.2 Outline
Equations (2), (3), and (4) define three related observables that are sensitive to the same
basic chaos. In § 2, we will see that their holographic computation is controlled by the
same bulk physics – a high-energy scattering problem near the bifurcation surface of a black
hole. The different correlation functions translate to somewhat different wave functions to
be folded against the same scattering amplitude. High energy scattering in gravity and in
string theory has been studied extensively, and our analysis of these correlation functions
will consist of adapting flat space results to the weakly curved spacetime region near the
bifurcation surface. We will do this analysis in three stages.
First, in § 3, we will review and clarify the calculation of the above correlation functions
using the elastic eikonal approximation in gravity [35–38, 34, 39]. This generalizes our
original calculation from [1], which was done using a geodesic estimate of correlations in
the background of a spherically symmetric shock wave.
Next, in § 4, we will address tree-level stringy corrections to the gravitational calcu-
lation, using the techniques of [40]. Bulk stringy effects are related to finite coupling in
the dual CFT, so it is natural to expect that these tend to weaken the effect of chaos.
Indeed, we find that they delay the decrease of the correlation functions (2), (3), and (4),
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as indicated by the longer scrambling time in (1). Also, the transverse spreading of strings
discussed above has the effect of smearing out the region in which the correlation function
is affected.
Finally, in § 5, we will assess inelastic effects, following flat space intuition from [36].
Surprisingly, these have very little effect on the correlation functions described above,
despite the fact that large time t translates to an exponentially large relative boost of the
W and V operators. For sufficiently large t, this boost is enormous, and the scattering
problem is likely to be dominated by extremely inelastic processes. The key point is that
the correlation functions (2), (3), and (4) involve an integral over scattering momenta,
weighted by wave functions. The oscillating phase from the elastic eikonal amplitude tends
to suppress contributions from large momenta. Even at very large t, the important part
of the integral is over modes for which the center of mass energy in the collision satisfies
GNs ∼ 1 in AdS units.3 At this energy, inelastic effects are parametrically subleading.
Of course, as t increases, these modes becomes farther out in the tails of the wavefunc-
tions, and most of the state V W (t)|TFD〉 becomes dominated by inelastic phenomena.
Still, when we form the correlator (3) by contracting with 〈TFD|V W (t), only the GNs ∼ 1
tails are important. This gives us good control over the correlation functions. However,
a disappointing corollary is that these correlators do not expose truly Planckian physics,
limiting our ability to connect high energy bulk physics to boundary chaos.
In the Discussion, we will describe other observables that might probe inelasticities
more directly. We also suggest how scrambling might be visible in perturbation theory, by
computing (1) in a small λ expansion.
Appendix A contains an analysis of scrambling in a completely connected two-local spin
system evolving with time-dependent random couplings. This system has a log n scram-
bling time [16]. We compute a correlation function of the type studied using holography
in this paper, finding good qualitative agreement.
2 Kinematics
The holographic calculation of each of the correlation functions (2), (3), and (4) consists
of sewing wave functions together with a high energy scattering amplitude. The problem
separates into a kinematical piece, which depends on the particular choice of correlation
3More precisely, the important region of integration is where the tree level amplitude is order one. For
impact parameters of order AdS scale, this is equivalent to GNs ∼ 1.
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function, and a dynamical piece – the amplitude itself. In this section, we will study the
kinematics.
The setting of the scattering problem is an AdS black hole geometry. It will be useful
to describe the metric in Kruskal coordinates,
ds2 = −a(uv)dudv + r2(uv)dxidxi. (5)
Here, r(uv) is the standard Schwarzschild r coordinate. The Schwarzschild time t is also
a function of u and v. The bulk space-time dimension is D = d + 1, so that i runs over
d − 1 values. The two components of the horizon are at u = 0 and v = 0; they meet at
the bifurcation surface u = v = 0. We will use
a0 = a(0), r0 = r(0) (6)
to indicate the values at the horizon. In writing this metric, we have assumed a planar
black hole, but a similar analysis applies to large black holes with spherical horizons.
The result of this section is a formula for the correlation function
D({ti, xi}) = 〈Vx1(t1)Wx2(t2)Vx3(t3)Wx4(t4)〉 (7)
where all operators act on the right boundary, as in (3), and we have made their spatial
locations explicit. We are interested in a configuration of times with (x1, t1) ≈ (x3, t3) and
(x2, t2) ≈ (x4, t4) but t1− t2  β. We will focus on the fully one-sided configuration here,
but we emphasize that the other configurations (2) and (4) can be obtained by the half-
period continuations discussed above. They can also be obtained directly, as we indicate
near the end of the section.
We will first state the formula, then explain it, then derive it. The formula is
D({ti, xi}) = a
4
0
(4pi)2
∫
eiδ(s,|x−x
′|)
[
pu1ψ
∗
1(p
u
1 , x)ψ3(p
u
1 , x)
][
pv2 ψ
∗
2(p
v
2, x
′)ψ4(pv2, x
′)
]
(8)
where the integral runs over transverse positions x, x′ with measure factors rd−10 , and over
null momenta pu1 , p
v
2. The factor e
iδ(s,b) is a two-to-two scattering amplitude, defined as a
function of transverse separation b and the Mandelstam-like variable
s = a0 p
u
1p
v
2. (9)
The wave functions are Fourier transforms of bulk-to-boundary propagators4 along either
4Here, and for the remainder of the paper, we assume the V,W operators are single-trace. For multi-
trace operators the wave functions are more complicated but a similar construction applies.
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the u = 0 or v = 0 horizons:
ψ1(p
u, x) =
∫
dv eia0p
uv/2 〈φv(u, v, x)Vx1(t1)†〉|u=0 (10)
ψ2(p
v, x) =
∫
du eia0p
vu/2 〈φw(u, v, x)Wx2(t2)†〉|v=0 (11)
ψ3(p
u, x) =
∫
dv eia0p
uv/2 〈φv(u, v, x)Vx3(t3)〉|u=0 (12)
ψ4(p
v, x) =
∫
du eia0p
vu/2 〈φw(u, v, x)Wx4(t4)〉|v=0 (13)
In this expression, φv, φw are the bulk fields dual to V,W , and the CFT operators V,W are
represented via the ‘extrapolate’ dictionary as limits of bulk operators near the boundary.
As with all formulas in this paper, there is no implicit time ordering; correlation functions
are ordered as written. Finally, note that we have †’s acting on two of the operators. This
is important, despite our assumption that the operators are Hermitian, because we will
sometimes consider complex values of the time parameters.
2.1 Derivation
Although the correlation function D({ti, xi}) is a one-sided quantity, depending only on
the density matrix of the R system, we will find it useful to think about the correlation
function in the two-sided purification provided by the thermofield double state |TFD〉.
Our starting point, as in [1, 3], is to represent D as an overlap of two states
|Ψ〉 = W (t2)†V (t1)†|TFD〉, |Ψ′〉 = V (t3)W (t4)|TFD〉. (14)
Here and below, we suppress the position subscripts. Both of these states contain two
quanta, (or, more generally, two sets of quanta), created by the W and V operators. If
the difference in times t2 − t1 is large, the relative boost between the quanta is also large
∼ e 2piβ (t2−t1). In a symmetric frame, the quanta created by the W operator will have large
pv, and will be traveling close to the u = 0 horizon. The quanta created by the V operator
will have large pu and will be traveling near v = 0.
The important difference between |Ψ〉 and |Ψ′〉 is whether the quanta are created
‘above’ or ‘below’ their eventual collision. Or, more precisely, the difference is whether
the states are ‘in’ or ‘out’ states with respect to a global notion of time that increases
upwards. In order to understand this point, we will follow the procedure from [2]. This
involves building the state V (t3)W (t4)|TFD〉 in two steps. First, we act with the operator
W (t4) on |TFD〉. This creates a one-particle state, similar to the one shown in the left
8
W(t4)|TFD⟩
t4
=
t3
W(t4)|TFD⟩
t4
Figure 3: The one-particle state W (t4)|TFD〉 can be represented on any bulk slice.
panel of Fig. 3. We can represent this one-particle state on different bulk slices. In order
to act with the V (t3) operator, it is convenient to evolve the state backwards to an early
slice that touches the R boundary at time t3, as shown in the right panel. On this slice,
the W and V quanta are spacelike related, so it is simple to act with the V operator. The
result is an ‘in’ state, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.
V(t3)W(t4)|TFD⟩ W(t2)V(t1)|TFD⟩
t4
t3 t1
t2
pv
u=0
v=0
pu4 3
Figure 4: The correlation function (7) is an inner product of these two states. As explained
in the text, changing the ordering of these operators changes an ‘in’ state to an ‘out’ state.
This ‘in’ state can be described using Klein-Gordon wave functions. These are simply
bulk to boundary propagators from the relevant points on the boundary. In high-energy
scattering processes, it is often useful to describe wave functions in terms of longitudinal
momentum and transverse position. We would therefore like to decompose these Klein
Gordon wave functions in a basis of (pv, x) for the W particle and (pu, x) for the V particle.
In a curved background, the notion of momentum is not unique, so in order to be precise,
we will proceed as follows. First, we represent the W state in the Hilbert space on the
v = 0 surface, and the V state on the u = 0 slice. We then Fourier transform in the
remaining null coordinates, getting the wave functions ψ3 and ψ4 from Eq (12) and (13).
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Given these wave functions, the ‘in’ state is a two-particle state
V (t3)W (t4)|TFD〉 =
∫
ψ3(p
u
3 , x3)ψ4(p
v
4, x4) |pu3 , x3; pv4, x4〉in, (15)
where the integral runs over all exposed variables. The symbol |pu3 , x3; pv4, x4〉 represents
a tensor product of a ket vector |pu3 , x3〉 in the Hilbert space at u = 0, and a ket vector
|pv4, x4〉 in the Hilbert space at v = 0. The normalization is
〈pv, x|qv, y〉 = a
2
0 p
v
4pird−10
δ(pv − qv)δd−1(x− y) (16)
and a related expression for the |pu, x〉 vectors. Working through a similar procedure, one
finds the other state is an ‘out’ state,
W (t2)V (t1)|TFD〉 =
∫
ψ1(p
u
1 , x1)ψ2(p
v
2, x2) |pu1 , x1; pv2, x2〉out, (17)
where ψ1,2 are defined in Eq (10) and (11).
5
We now take the overlap of the states |Ψ〉 and |Ψ′〉:
D =
∫
ψ∗3(p
u
3 , x3)ψ
∗
4(p
v
4, x4)ψ1(p
u
1 , x1)ψ2(p
v
2, x2) out〈pu3 , x3; pv4, x4|pu1 , x1; pv2, x2〉in, (18)
where the integral runs over all displayed variables. If the relative boost e
2pi
β
t is large, and
we work in the center of mass frame, the wave functions will prefer a region of integration
where the momenta pu1 , p
v
2, p
u
3 , p
v
4 are all large. In a scattering problem with these kine-
matics, the other null momenta pv1, p
u
2 , p
v
3, p
u
4 will be small, and momentum conservation
(which holds up to scales set by the curvature) implies that pu1 ≈ pu3 and pv2 ≈ pv4. High
energy also implies a small time interval for the scattering, so the x coordinates are also
approximately conserved. The amplitude is then essentially diagonal in the pu1 , p
v
2, x1, x2
variables. In other words, we can approximate
|pu1 , x1; pv2, x2〉out ≈ eiδ(s,b)|pu1 , x1; pv2, x2〉in + |χ〉 (19)
where |χ〉 represents the inelastic component of the scattering; it is orthogonal to all
‘in’ states that consist of a single W particle and a single V particle. The content of
5One minor subtlety that we have glossed over is that the operators must be smeared out in time, in
order for the correlation functions to be finite. We will assume that this smearing is over a thermal scale
β. An alternative is to assign small imaginary times. These should be positive for the 3, 4 operators and
negative for the 1, 2 operators.
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this equation is that, within the two-particle subspace, the scattering matrix is simply
multiplication by a complex number eiδ. The (complex) function δ is the dynamical input
to the correlation function; it will be the focus of the remainder of the paper. Using boost
invariance and translation invariance along the transverse space, we have expressed δ as a
function of s and b, where
b = |x1 − x2| (20)
is the impact parameter, and s is defined in Eq. (9) above. Subtituting (19) in (18), we
get the desired result (8).6
2.2 A two-sided case
We emphasized above that formulas for the other correlation functions (2) and (4) can be
obtained by analytic continuation of the formula (8). However, we will also give a brief
sketch of the direct construction in the totally two-sided case (4). As before, we view the
correlation function as an overlap of two states:
|Ψ〉 = VR(t3)WL(t4)|TFD〉 |Ψ′〉 = WR(t2)†VL(t1)†|TFD〉. (21)
Here, identifying the above as ‘in’ and ‘out’ states is actually somewhat easier than in the
case treated above. The reason is that the operators in each of the states |Ψ〉 and |Ψ′〉 are
already spacelike related, so the intermediate step of evolving the quanta back to an early
slice, or forward to a late slice, is unnecessary.
The two states are illustrated in Fig. 5. It is clear that |Ψ〉 is an ‘in’ state and |Ψ′〉 is
VR(t3)WL(t4)|TFD⟩ WR(t2)VL(t1)|TFD⟩
t4 t3
t1 t2
Figure 5: The ‘in’ and ‘out’ states in the completely two-sided case (4).
6In this derivation, we have neglected contributions to the amplitude in which a quantum created by
V is annihilated by W and vice versa. Such contributions will be small after a few thermal timescales.
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an ‘out’ state. Their overlap is again an integral of the form (8). The wave functions ψ2
and ψ3 are exactly as in (11) and (12), and the wave functions ψ1 and ψ4 are given by
ψ1(p
u, x) =
∫
dv eia0p
uv/2 〈φv(u, v, x)VL,x1(t1)†〉|u=0 (22)
ψ4(p
v, x) =
∫
du eia0p
vu/2 〈φw(u, v, x)WL,x4(t4)〉|v=0. (23)
3 Elastic eikonal gravity approximation
3.1 The basic amplitude
In the previous section, we showed how to calculate correlation functions (2), (3), and (4)
as a wave function overlap (8), weighted by a scattering amplitude eiδ(s,b). In this section,
we will study the amplitude using the elastic eikonal approximation in gravity. At fixed
impact parameter b in a purely gravitational theory, this approximation is valid for small
GN , with GNs held fixed.
The flat space eikonal approximation has been studied by a number of authors, includ-
ing [35–38]. It has also been studied in pure AdS by [34, 39]. Our analysis in the AdS
black hole setting will be very closely related to the flat space black hole analysis by ’t
Hooft [41] and Kiem, Verlinde, and Verlinde [42]. We will find the path integral perspective
of Kabat and Ortiz [38] particularly convenient. This approach breaks the approximation
into two parts: (i) linearizing the gravity Lagrangian (diagramatically, this is equivalent
to restricting to crossed ladder diagrams) and (ii) treating the scattering particles as fixed
stress energy sources, following their unscattered classical trajectories (this is related to
the simplifed propagators normally used in the ladder diagrams). The amplitude eiδ is
then given by a Gaussian integral over the metric. This can be done by evaluating the
action, expanded to quadratic order in the metric, on the classical solution sourced by the
particle trajectories:
δ(s, b) = Scl. (24)
The relevant classical solution is simply the sum of the Coulomb fields of the two
particles. In general, finding Coulomb fields in a curved background is difficult, but for
high energy particles close to the u = 0 and v = 0 horizons, the field takes a simple shock
wave form. We will focus on the field sourced by the W particle moving along the u = 0
horizon at transverse position x2. For large p
v
2 and correspondingly sharp localization in
12
the u direction, the stress tensor is
Tuu =
a0
2rd−10
pv2δ(u)δ
d−1(x− x2). (25)
Here we are using an exact δ function in the transverse space; in the physical problem that
we will study, wave functions have finite width in the x space of order `AdS. As long as
the separation |x12| is larger than this width, we can use the simple δ function form.
The Coulomb field associated to this stress energy was worked out in [1, 3], following
Aichelburg and Sexl [43], Dray and ’t Hooft [44] and Sfetsos [45]. The metric is a shock
wave localized on the u = 0 horizon,
ds2 = −a(uv)dudv + r2(uv)dxidxi + huudu2, (26)
where
huu(u, v, x) =
8piGNa0
rd−30
pv2 δ(u)f(x− x2). (27)
The transverse profile satisfies
(−∂2x + µ2)f(x) = δd−1(x), (28)
and behaves at large µ|x| as
f(|x|) = µ
d−4
2
2(2pi|x|) d−22
e−µ|x|. (29)
The quantity µ2 will play an important role in this paper. It is always positive, and is
given in terms of the inverse temperature β and the horizon radius r0 as
µ2 =
2pi(d− 1)r0
β
, (30)
where we assume dimensionless x coordiantes and dimensionful r, t. For a planar AdS
black hole we have
µ2
r20
=
d(d− 1)
2`2AdS
. (31)
There is a similar solution hvv ∝ pu1δ(v)f(x − x1) sourced by the V particle on the
v = 0 horizon. The action is a sum of three terms
1
2
∫
dd+1x
√−g
[
huuD2hvv + huuT uu + hvvT vv
]
(32)
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h(x)
u=
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Figure 6: The geometry with a shock wave at u = 0. Notice that the v = 0 surface is
discontinuous by amount h(x).
where D2 is a differential operator, and g refers to the unperturbed metric. On the classical
solution, the last two terms are equal, and the first is equal in magnitude but opposite in
sign. Therefore
Scl =
1
2
∫
dd+1x
√−g huuT uu (33)
=
4piGN
rd−30
s f(x12). (34)
We conclude that, in the elastic eikonal approximation,
δ(s, b) =
4piGN
rd−30
s f(b). (35)
3.2 Relation to free propagation on a shock background
This amplitude has a very nice interpretation in terms of wave function overlaps on a shock
wave background [35, 38]. In this section, we will explain this interpretation, and make
contact with our original calculation in [1].
To begin, consider a geometry with a shock wave on the u = 0 horizon, shown in Fig. 6.
The metric is of the form (26). We will parametrize huu as
huu = a0h(x)δ(u). (36)
The geometry can be understood as two halves of the unperturbed black hole, glued
together at u = 0 with a shift in the v direction of size
δv(x) = h(x). (37)
On this background, we consider an overlap of two states, one (Ψ) created by an
operator to the left of the shock, and the other (Φ) created by an operator to the right.
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Let us suppose that these states are represented, in the unperturbed background, by Klein
Gordon wave functions Ψ(u, v, x) and Φ(u, v, x). We can take the overlap on any bulk
slice. Following Ref. [46], we choose to evaluate it on a null slice u = , just to the left of
the shock. The overlap of Klein Gordon wave functions is
〈Ψ|Φ〉 = 2ird−10
∫
dvdx Ψ˜(u, v, x)∗|u= ∂vΦ˜(u, v, x)|u=. (38)
where Ψ˜ and Φ˜ represent the wave function in the background that includes the shock.
On the slice u =  these are simply related to Ψ,Φ. Using (37), the wave functions are
just Ψ˜ = Ψ and Φ˜(, v, x) = Φ(, v−h(x), x). Fourier transforming in v on the u = 0 slice,
we can write the resulting overlap as
〈Ψ|Φ〉 = a
2
0r
d−1
0
4pi
∫
dpudx eia0 p
u h(x)/2
[
puΨ∗(pu, x)Φ(pu, x)
]
. (39)
The factor a0/2 appears in the exponential because v is conjugate to a lower-index mo-
mentum pv < 0, which is related to the upper index p
u by a metric factor, pv = −a0pu/2.
Now, we return to our scattering problem by comparing this overlap to the integral (8)
with the elastic eikonal gravity amplitude (35) inserted. This is proportional to 7∫
exp
[4piiGNa0
rd−30
pu1p
v
2 f(b)
][
pu1ψ
∗
3(p
u
1 , x1)ψ1(p
u
1 , x1)
][
pv2 ψ
∗
4(p
v
2, x2)ψ2(p
v
2, x2)
]
. (40)
In order to compare with (39), we write the phase factor as ia0 p
u
1 h(x2)/2 with
h(x) =
8piiGN
rd−30
pv2 f(|x− x1|). (41)
Using (36) and (27), we see that this is the null shift associated to the shock generated by
a mode of momentum pv2 traveling on the u = 0 horizon. The overlap (40) can therefore
be thought of as an overlap of the ψ1,3 wave functions for the V quantum in a geometry
created by the ψ2,4 quanta (W ). Because the ψ2,4 states involve a superposition of different
momenta, we have to integrate over the strength of the shock, weighted by the momentum
factors. Of course, the expression is totally symmetric in interchanging (1, 3) ↔ (2, 4),
so we can also think about it as an overlap of the ψ2,4 wave functions in a shock wave
background sourced by a superposition of ψ1,3 quanta. The reason for this somewhat
unusual ‘either but not both’ interpretation can be traced to the fact that, on a classical
solution, the action reduced to just one of the two equal final terms in (32).
7A very similar equation has been independently derived by Kitaev [4].
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In [1], we studied a correlation function of the type 〈WLVLVRWL〉 by putting in a
classical shock wave geometry for the W operators and computing the correlation of the
〈VLVR〉 operators in that fixed background (using a geodesic estimate). In other words, we
restricted to the average momentum pv2 in the state created by the W operator. This is a
good approximation in an asymmetric setup where the W operator has a larger dimension
∆ than the V operator (for example, it might source more quanta, as we imagined in [1]),
and the wave functions are therefore more sharply peaked in pv2. In general, one has to
integrate over both pu1 and p
v
2.
3.3 The integral over momenta
In this section we will consider the integral over momenta and transverse position in (8),
given the form for the phase δ in (35).
AdS3 example
As a warmup, we will start by considering the example of Rindler AdS3, which can be
written in Kruskal coordinates as (in AdS units)
ds2 = − 4dudv
(1 + uv)2
+
(1− uv)2
(1 + uv)2
dx2. (42)
This can be understood as the dual to a spatially infinite 2d CFT, at temperature β = 2pi.
However, since the geometry is a piece of pure AdS3, the bulk-to-boundary propagator is
known exactly:
〈φ(u, v, x)O(t1, x1)〉 = cO
(uet1 − ve−t1 + cosh(x− x1))∆ . (43)
Fourier transforming along the respective horizons, we find the wave functions (10-13)
ψ1(p
u, x) = θ(pu)
−2pii cV et∗1
Γ(∆V )
(−2ipuet∗1)∆V −1 e2ipu et∗1 cosh(x−x1) (44)
ψ2(p
v, x′) = θ(pv)
2pii cW e
−t∗2
Γ(∆W )
(
2ipve−t
∗
2
)∆W−1
e−2ip
v e−t
∗
2 cosh(x′−x2) (45)
ψ3(p
u, x) = θ(pu)
−2pii cV et3
Γ(∆V )
(−2ipuet3)∆V −1 e2ipu et3 cosh(x−x1) (46)
ψ4(p
v, x′) = θ(pv)
2pii cW e
−t4
Γ(∆W )
(
2ipve−t4
)∆W−1 e−2ipv e−t4 cosh(x′−x2). (47)
These formulas are appropriate for operators on the (complexified) right boundary.
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To compute the correlation function (7), we insert these wave functions in (8) with
δ = 8piGN p
u
1p
v
2 e
−|x−x′|. (48)
Let us study the purely right-sided correlator 〈V (t1)W (t2)V (t3)W (t4)〉, with times t1 = i1,
t2 = t+i2, t3 = i3, and t4 = t+i4. After some manipulation, the overlap integral becomes
C2a40
(4pi)2
∫ ∞
0
dp dq
∫ ∞
−∞
dxdx′p2∆v−1q2∆w−1e−p cosh(x−x1)e−q cosh(x
′−x2)e2piiGNe
t−|x−x′|pq/13∗24 ,
(49)
where
ij = i(e
ii − eij), C = pi
2cV cW
Γ(∆v)Γ(∆w)
(
1
2 sin 3−1
2
)∆v ( 1
2 sin 4−2
2
)∆w
. (50)
Although we used the notation j for the imaginary time parameters, we do not assume
that they are small. In particular, by subtracting β/2 from 1 and/or adding it to 4, we
can obtain two-sided correlators from this one-sided expectation value.
Without the phase factor eiδ inserted, the integral would simply give the disconnected
overlap, 〈V V 〉〈WW 〉. When we introduce the phase factor, the important region of inte-
gration is the region in which δ . 1.8 If the dimensions ∆w,∆v are large, one can analyze
this integral by saddle point, but we have not found a particularly simple form. However,
if we assume that one of the dimensions (say, ∆w) is much larger than the other, the
integral is dominated by the region in which x′ ≈ x2 and q ≈ 2∆w. The remaining integral
over p, x is a wave function overlap in the background of a fixed shock sourced by the W
operator. The p integral can be done exactly, and the x integral can be done by saddle
point at large ∆v. The result is
〈V (i1)W (t+ i2)V (i3)W (t+ i4)〉
〈V (i1)V (i3)〉 〈W (i2)W (i4)〉 =
(
1
1− 8piiGN∆w
13∗24
et−|x1−x2|
)∆v
. (51)
This formula is very similar to the one derived in [1] for the case of spherically symmetric
shocks in a BTZ background. It has also been derived from the large c identity Virasoro
block, in [29]. We will make two comments about the formula. First, in order to compare
more directly with [1], we should move one of the V operators to the left side. We do this
by setting 1 = β/2 = pi and 3 = 0. This has the effect 13 → −2i. The behavior is still
8Here and below, when we say δ . 1, we mean order one as a function of t. If the dimensions of the
operators are large, the important region of integration will involve δ of order ∆.
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singular as 24 → 0, reflecting high-frequency components of the W operator. One way
to treat this is to smear the operators in Lorentzian time before taking the ’s to zero. A
simpler alternative is to retain some finite but small imaginary time, 4 = −2 = τ . This
replaces 24 → 2 sin τ .
We will emphasize one other point. At large t, the correlation function in [1] decreased
as e−2∆t. Here we find the slower decay e−∆t. This reflects an interesting difference between
localized and spherical shocks. At large t in the localized case that we study here, the
important region of x integration is far from the source. In other words, most of the
correlation is coming from the tails of the wave functions where the W and V particles are
are very far from each other. The slower decay e−∆t results from a compromise between the
smallness of the transverse tails and the strength of the shock. If the shock is homogeneous,
or the space is compact, such compromise is impossible.
General background
On a more general background, we do not know the bulk-to-boundary propagators, so we
are not able to give an analysis at the same level of precision. Instead, we will discuss
the correlation function in two limits. First, we will identify the place, as a function of t,
at which gravitational effects start to become important, and second, we will indicate the
asymptotic behavior at large t for the case of a compact horizon.
The correlation function starts to be O(1) affected at the point where δ(s, b) ∼ 1 when
evaluated on the characteristic momenta and transverse positions in the overlap integral
without the eiδ factor present. In AdS units, the characteristic value of s is of order the
relative boost e
2pi
β
t, and the characteristic b is the separation |x1 − x2|. Up to a power law
correction, at large b we have f(b) ∼ e−µb, so the correlation function starts to decrease
when
GNe
2pi
β
te−µb ∼ 1 (52)
in AdS units. This translates to
t = t∗ +
1
vB
|x1 − x2|, t∗ = β
2pi
log
1
GN
, vB =
√
d
2(d− 1) (53)
here t∗ is the scrambling time, and vB =
√
d/2(d− 1) is the “butterfly effect velocity”
of [1, 3].9 This is in agreement with the analysis in [3]. As also emphasized in [4], we can
9In a more general black hole background, and in units where the boundary speed of light is one, we
have vB =
√
2pi`2AdS/(d− 1)r0β.
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expand in GN to see that the initial behavior of the correlation function will be exponential,
∼ e 2piβ t, independently of the choice of operators W,V .
The other regime where we have some control is the large t region on a compact
space where we can ignore, at late time, the x dependence of the wave functions. The
essential physics here is the longitudinal tails of the wave functions. The important region
of integration is where the eikonal phase δ is of order one, and as t increases, this region
moves farther out into the low momentum tails. The behavior of these tails is determined
by quasinormal modes. In particular, if the space is compact, the lowest quasinormal
frequency dominates, and the wave function is proportional to
ψ2(p
v, x) =
∫
du eia0p
vu/2 〈φ(u, v, x)O(t2, x2)〉|v=0 ∝ (pv)α−1e−
2piα
β
t2 (54)
Here we have used the fact that the correlation function 〈φO(t)〉 should decay as e−iωt for
large t, where Im(ω) < 0. The constant α is defined by 2piα/β = iω. The pv dependence
follows from boost covariance.
In thinking about the correlation function, it is very helpful to represent each of the
wave functions in unboosted frames, i.e. write all wave functions with boundary times
t = 0. We include the relative boost of these frames by replacing s→ s e 2piβ t in the overlap
integral. For the moment, let us suppress the x dependence of the wave functions and the
transverse function f . The correlation function is then given by an integral of the form
〈V W (t)V W (t)〉 ∝
∫ ∞
0
dp dq pψ1(p)
∗ψ3(p) qψ2(q)∗ψ4(q) eiGN pq e
2pit/β
(55)
At small momentum, these wave functions behave as ψ1,3 ∝ pαv−1 and ψ2,4 ∝ qαw−1, using
the argument above. At larger momenta, this power law growth is cut off. At large GNe
2pi
β
t,
the important region of integration corresponds to very small pq, and correspondingly small
values of the wave functions. Let us suppose Re(αw) > Re(αv). Then the integral prefers
to make p small than q; the important region of integration will be q ∼ 1 and p small,
and the result will be proportional to e−2iωv(t−t∗). In other words, the late time behavior
is determined by the smaller quasinormal frequency.10
Let us now put the x dependence back. As the boost increases, the important region of
x, x′ integration moves to larger and larger |x− x′|. The payoff here is that the transverse
function f(|x − x′|) decreases exponentially with x; the cost is the smallness of the wave
10In the compact case, there will also be a non-decaying but 1/N2 suppressed contribution to the
correlation function from the small change in the temperature that results from the application of the
operators.
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function tails. To study this compromise in detail would require some knowledge of the
bulk to boundary propagators. We will not attempt this. However, if the space is compact,
eventually the important region of integration will consist of antipodal x, x′, with one of
the coordinates near the W operators. The correlation function will be proportional to
e−2iωv(t−t∗−R/vB), where R is the diameter of the compact space.
We emphasize that the rate of decay in this late time regime is non-universal: it depends
on the particular operators through their quasinormal frequencies. This is because the
correlation function is dominated by the physics of wave function tails. By contrast, the
initial effect on the correlation (discussed above) involved universal exponential behavior
e
2pi
β
t. The relevant physics there is the growth of gravitational scattering as a function of
energy. Eq. 51 gives an example of how these behaviors can interpolate.
4 Tree level stringy corrections
In this section, we will take a second pass at the amplitude eiδ(s,b), by studying tree level
stringy corrections to the gravity analysis. Our starting point is to assume the formal
existence of a worldsheet theory on the black hole background, so that the tree-level
contribution to a gauge theory four point function (2), (3), or (4), is given by the world
sheet expectation value ∫
d2w〈V4(0, 0)V2(w, w¯)V3(1, 1)V1(∞,∞)〉. (56)
Here, the vertex operators are determined by the choice of gauge theory correlation func-
tion. We will focus on the case of closed string tachyons for simplicity.11
The basic parameters of the string theory are the string length `s = 1/ms and the string
coupling gs. Then GN ∼ g2s`D−2s . To connect to the boundary field theory we will often
use the example of N=4 SU(N) SYM where the ‘t Hooft coupling λ = g2YMN = (`AdS/`s)
4
and gs = λ/N .
Because of the kinematics discussed in section 2, we are interested in a Regge limit
of (56) at small `s/`AdS. In analyzing this amplitude, we will closely follow the work
of Brower, Polchinski, Strassler, and Tan [40], who studied a similar problem in pure
AdS5. Small `s/`AdS allows us to evaluate vertex operators and operator products at
Gaussian order. However, as emphasized in [40], large s means a large hierarchy of scales
in the worldsheet expectation value, so we must retain `s/`AdS-suppressed corrections to
11The universality of the Pomeron analysis below was discussed in [40].
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worldsheet conformal dimensions. We will proceed somewhat formally here, assuming that
certain analyticity properties used in [40] continue to hold in the black hole situation. The
controlled size of the corrections we find and their intuitively plausible form are a self
consistency check on this assumption.12
At Gaussian order in the worldsheet theory, the vertex operators are solutions to the
wave equation on the black hole background. In the case of interest, these solutions
are highly boosted bulk-to-boundary propagators. When the relative boost is large, the
zero mode integral in the expectation value (56) will be concentrated near the interaction
region near u = v = 0. This part of the black hole geometry is weakly curved, justifying a
perturbative expansion. As in the field theory analysis above, it is convenient to decompose
these vertex operators into states of near-definite longitudinal momentum. In this section,
we will also work in transverse momentum space:
V2 ≈ g2(U)e−iquUe−ik2·X V1 ≈ g1(V )e−ipvV e−ik1·X (57)
V4 ≈ g4(U)eiquUeik4·X V3 ≈ g3(V )eipvV eik3·X . (58)
The functions gj are envelope functions, supported near U = 0 or V = 0, but with
characteristic momenta that are very small compared to qu and pv. We wrote ‘≈’ because
we are ignoring the weak V dependence of V2,4 and the U dependence of V1,3. This
dependence is important for making the operators (1,1), but in Regge kinematics that is
its only role. We will suppress this dependence and input the (1,1) condition by hand.
Flat space Pomeron operator
For large relative boost, the important region of integration in (56) is at small w ∼ 1/s, so
it is natural to consider an OPE expansion of V2V4. In the standard OPE, one organizes
the sum in powers of w. Here, because we are interested in the region where w ∼ 1/s, we
will keep all powers of ws. First, let us consider this product in the Gaussian (flat space)
theory, following [40]. Letting ∼ denote agreement of leading terms for small w with ws
fixed, we have
V4(0)V2(w, w¯) ∼ (ww¯)−2+`2sk2/4r20 g2(U)g4(U) eik·X−iquU(w,w¯)+iquU (59)
∼ (ww¯)−2+`2sk2/4r20 g2(U)g4(U) eik·X−iqu(w∂+w¯∂¯)U |(0) . (60)
12We argue that one possible complicating effect is small in the following section on longitudinal spread-
ing.
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Fields without arguments are assumed to be at the origin, and k = k4−k2. In the first line,
we have used that the product of the U -dependent factors is nonsingular at w = 0, and
that the exact vertex operators V2, V4 are (1,1). In the second line, we retained all powers
of quw∂U , because after contracting with V3, this will be ∼ ws. However, we dropped e.g.
quw
2∂2U .
We now integrate this operator d2w, using a formula from [40]:∫
d2w (ww¯)−2+`
2
sk
2/4r20 e−iqu(w∂+w¯∂¯)U = Π(k2)
(
qu∂Uqu∂¯U
)1−`2sk2/4r20 (61)
where
Π(k2) = 2pi
Γ(−1 + `2sk2/4r20)
Γ(2− `2sk2/4)
e−ipi+ipi`
2
sk
2/4r20 . (62)
The resulting “Pomeron” operator is∫
d2wV4(0)V2(w, w¯) ∼ Π(k2) g2(U)g4(U)eik·X
(
qu∂Uqu∂¯U
)1−`2sk2/4r20 . (63)
Inserted in (56), it leads directly to standard flat space Regge behavior.
First curvature correction
In a weakly curved background, the above analysis will receive three types of corrections:
to vertex operators, to OPE coefficients, and to worldsheet conformal dimensions of the
operators appearing in the OPE. Only the latter lead to corrections that grow with center of
mass energy. We therefore continue to use OPE coefficients and vertex operators derived
in the Gaussian theory. To allow corrections due to shifted conformal dimensions, we
rewrite (59) as
V4(0)V2(w, w¯) ∼ wL0−2w¯L¯0−2 g2(U)g4(U) eik·X−iqu(∂+∂¯)U (64)
in terms of the worldsheet L0, L¯0 operators. We will work out the correction to L0 at order
`2s/`
2
AdS using a trick from [40]. Eq. (64) can be expanded in powers of ∂U and ∂¯U . The
only terms that survive the integral over w, w¯ are diagonal,
g2(U)g4(U)
(
∂U∂¯U
)j/2
eik·X . (65)
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To order `2s/`
2
AdS, the dimension of such an operator is
13
L0(j, k) =
j
2
+
`2s[k
2 + c(j)]
4r20
. (66)
For transverse momenta less than the string scale, k2`2s  1, the flat-space Pomeron
operator has spin near two, so to order `2s/`
2
AdS, we can approximate c(j) by c(2). We
determine c(2) by matching the on shell condition L0 = 1 to Einstein’s equations for
a metric component huu ∼ δ(u)eikx. This can be read off from Eq. (28): c(2) = µ2.
Integrating over w, w¯, we find the Pomeron operator
Π(k2 + µ2)δ(U)eik·X
(
qu∂Uqu∂¯U
)1−`2s(k2+µ2)/4r20 (67)
In this expression, and in the previous paragraph, we are approximating g2(U)g4(U) as
a δ function. This is valid in expectation values at high relative boost, since the V1, V3
vertex operators are almost independent of U , and only the integral matters.
The amplitude
We will now use this Pomeron operator to evaluate the amplitude δ(s, b). The function
Π(k2 + µ2) has a graviton pole at k2 = −µ2, and for `2s(k2 + µ2)  1, we can approx-
imate the Γ functions by keeping only this pole. Without the factor (k2 + µ2) in the
exponential and the phase factor from Π, we would have exactly the vertex operator for
the shock wave mode of the graviton. The ∂U and ∂¯U will give factors propotional to
qu when contracted with the vertex operator V3, so the modification from gravity is a
factor (e−ipi/2`2ss/4)
−`2s(k2+µ2)/2r20 , where the phase came from Π. The string-corrected δ is
therefore
δ(s, b) =
4piGN s
`D−4AdS
∫
dd−1k
(2pi)d−1
eik·x
k2 + µ2
(e−ipi/2`2ss/4)
−`2s(k2+µ2)/2r20 . (68)
where b = |x|.
The Fourier transform has two regions of qualitatively different behavior. First, for
b µ`2s log(`2ss)/r20, the pole in k dominates the Fourier transform. At the pole, we have
13 In the perturbative expansion c(j) takes the form of a spin j Laplacian plus correction term acting
on the zero mode wavefunctions. This has meaning analytically continued to complex j [40]. We will also
assume such analyticity here. The resulting expression is consistent with the leading term in the `s/`AdS
expansion of the exact formula L0(j, k) =
j
2 +
k2+1
4(`2AdS/`
2
s−2) for the dimension of such an operator in the
NS-NS AdS3 background of Refs. [47–51].
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(`2ss)
−(k2+µ2) = 1, so the answer reduces to the Einstein gravity formula (35). We reproduce
this here, including the large b behavior of the function f(b):
δ(s, b) =
4piGN
rd−30
s
µ
d−4
2 e−µb
2(2pib)
d−2
2
. (69)
Second, for b  µ`2s log(`2ss)/r20, the integral is controlled by a saddle point at small
imaginary k. We find
δ(s, b) =
4piGN
rd−30
s
(
e−
ipi
2 `2ss
4
)−µ2`2s
2r20 e
− b2
2ρ2
µ2(2piρ2)
d−1
2
. (70)
where
ρ2 =
`2s
r20
log(`2ss). (71)
There are several comments to make about this formula. First, as a function of s, the
formula (70) grows more slowly than (69). In gravity, the tree amplitude grew with time
t as e
2pi
β
t (remember s ∼ β−2e 2piβ t). Here, we are finding the slower growth
e
2pi
β
(
1−µ
2`2s
2r20
)
t
= e
2pi
β
(
1− d(d−1)`
2
s
4`2
AdS
)
t
. (72)
On the right hand side, we have inserted the definition of µ in (31). This correction in the
exponential should be understood as the first term in a power series expansion in `2s/`
2
AdS.
For large time t, the numerical strength of the effect will be sensitive to the full power
series. We will return to this point in the Discussion.
Second, as a function of b, the stringy behavior is much smoother than in gravity.
The gravitational profile decays exponentially with constant µ. The stringy profile is
Gaussian, but at large s, the curvature 1/ρ2 is very small. This is related to the well-
studied phenomenon of transverse string spreading. At high energy, strings spread over
a transverse scale
√
log s, the soft behavior as a function of b can be understood as a
consequence of the shock wave source being spread out by this effect.
Third, we note the presence of a small imaginary part in (70), from the phase epiiµ
2`2s/2r
2
0 .
In flat space string scattering, this is due to the inelastic production of long strings in the
two-to-two scattering amplitdue. We will have more to say about this effect in § 5.
Finally, although we have only studied the tree level amplitude, we expect that the
eikonal exponentiation eiδ(s,b) should be accurate for small GN with GNs and b held fixed.
This was argued in the flat space analysis of [36,52], where Re(δ(s, b)) was interpreted as
arising from a ‘string corrected’ shock wave metric profile.
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Longitudinal spreading
Part of our analysis in this section could have been anticipated based on general expecta-
tions about
√
log s spreading of strings at high energy. The relation of this phenomenon
to black hole horizons is discussed in Ref. [5], which also indicates another type of string
spreading, in the longitudinal direction. Although we did not find any clear evidence for
longitudinal spreading in our Pomeron analysis above, we will attempt to bound the size
of the potential effect based on the calculations in [5]. In that paper, the spreading was
estimated in light cone gauge. The result was (equation (4.12) of [5] converted into our
notation)14
∆V ∼ `
2
s

(73)
where  is a smearing interval in the u coordinate, which is being used as light cone time.
We interpret this as an uncertainty relation (∆u)(∆v) ∼ `2s. We note that curvatures
become large at scales uv ∼ `2AdS, so longitudinal spreading of this magnitude should not
substantially affect our weakly-curved analysis.
We should caution the reader, though, that the nature of longitudinal spreading is
still not well understood,15 and that this estimate should be regarded as provisional. A
substantially different estimate could make the large curvatures near the singularity more
important in the process we are examining and hence decrease our control of the calcula-
tion.
5 Inelastic effects
So far we have discussed the elastic part of tree level string scattering. In this section we
turn to inelastic effects. We will make estimates using flat space formulas, which capture
the basic dynamics. A standard description of such effects is [36] which will be the basic
reference in this section. We will describe the kinematics of a collision, as above, by its
impact parameter b and center of mass energy
√
s. The impact parameter in the bulk
is determined by the transverse coordinates of the local operator in the boundary field
theory after folding with bulk to boundary wave functions as discussed above. In this
section for consistency with [36] we will denote the transverse spreading scale discussed
above by b2I ∼ `2s log(s`2s).
14We have also corrected a typo in (4.12): the factor of P in the numerator should not be present.
15But see [25] for some recent progress.
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Oscillator excitation
Consider the scattering of two unexcited strings, like gravitons, at lowest order. There
is an amplitude for the oscillator modes of the strings to become excited. For b  bI
this can be understood [53] as the tidal effect of the gravitational field sourced by one
string acting on the other string as an extended object of size `s. This gives an amplitude
proportional to `2s∂
2
xh(x). For the shock wave profile in (41) this produces a “diffrac-
tive excitation” imaginary part to the phase shift, δDE, that is suppressed by a factor
(`sµ/r0)
2 ∼ (`s/`AdS)2 ∼ 1/
√
λ relative to the elastic phase shift δE.
For b < bI the strength of this effect is smaller, roughly speaking because the gradient
of the ‘string corrected’ shock profile responsible for (70) is smaller. Relative to the elastic
deflection,16 δDE/δE ∼ `2s/b2I . In field theoretic terms this suppression is of order 1/ logN2
Long string creation
Another process that occurs at tree level is the s-channel annihilation of two strings into one
long string. Then the long string decays into multiple short strings, giving an imaginary
part to the tree amplitude. For b > bI this effect is strongly suppressed, by the factor
exp(−b2/b2I) relative to the elastic amplitude. For b < bI this effect is suppressed relative
to the real part of δ by a factor of `2sµ
2/r20 ∼ 1/
√
λ. Here the curvature of the bulk is
significant.
Multiparticle production
At higher order in gs multiple gravitons can be produced, giving an imaginary part to the
scattering amplitude. The first of these processes is described by the H-diagram discussed
in [36]. This process is of order G3Ns
2 in AdS units. At the characteristic energy for
scrambling GNs ∼ 1 this effect is suppressed by g2s ∼ 1/N2.
Black hole production
At extremely high energies nonperturbative effects will occur, including macroscopic black
hole production [36, 54]. For b ∼ 1, these occur at energies G2Ns ∼ 1. At these energies
the elastic scattering amplitude is exponentially small.
16We thank Sasha Zhiboedov for emphasizing this.
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Effect on correlators
In this subsection, we will argue that inelastic effects lead to smooth cutoffs at large s in
integrals like (8) and that such cutoffs do not change the value of the integral significantly.
The essential point is that the integral is dominated by values of s such that the S-matrix
elastic phase is order one. In this range of energy, inelastic effects are subleading. For
simplicity, we will focus on an asymmetric case in which the dimension of one of the W,V
operators is much larger than the other. Then we have only a single momentum integral
to do.
Let us start with the elastic eikonal approximation, where the correlation function is
given by an integral (55). Replacing the q integral by its central value, we have an integral
over p of the form (39)
I =
∫ ∞
0
dp paeiph. (74)
Here we have imagined a compact horizon and an S wave shock wave function for sim-
plicity (this does not affect our conclusions). This integral is rendered finite by an i
prescription that amounts to rotating the integration contour slightly into the upper half
plane (choosing the branch cut for general a away from the first quadrant). Schematically
ph ∼ GNs. The integral is dominated by p such that ph ∼ GNs ∼ 1.
Now consider inelastic corrections. The effect due to excited string oscillator production
can be modeled by adding a real part to the exponential of the following form
I1 =
∫ ∞
0
dp paeiph−η1ph (75)
where here η1 represents the magnitude of the correction: η1 ∼ 1/
√
λ when b > bI and η1 ∼
1/ logN2 for b < bI (long string production effects are of the same order of magnitude).
An estimate of the size of the correction can be obtained by expanding the integrand in η1.
This expansion is clearly convergent and the leading term shows that I1/I ∼ 1 +O(1).
Multigraviton production can be modeled by the integral
I2 =
∫ ∞
0
dp paeiph−η1ph−η2(ph)
2
, (76)
where η2 ∼ g2s . The size of the η2 correction can again be found by expanding the inte-
grand. Here the expansion is divergent, but standard estimates show that it is asymptotic.
The first order term gives an accurate estimate for η2 small and again the multiplicative
correction is I2/I1 ∼ 1 +O(η2).
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Macroscopic black hole production will become significant at momenta pbhh ∼ 1/g2s .
The corresponding decrease in the integrand in the generalization of I may or may not be
analytic, so the above estimates do not immediately apply. We can model these effects by
a sharp cutoff in I2 at pbh.
I3 =
∫ pbh
0
dp paeiph−η1ph−η2(ph)
2
. (77)
Because the magnitude of the integrand has become small along the real p axis at p ∼ pbh
we can directly estimate I3/I2 ∼ 1 +O(e−η1pbhh) ∼ 1 +O(e−η1/g2s ). Of course there will be
small power law corrections, not included in this model, from these additional effects.
These arguments show that inelastic effects make a parametrically small correction to
the correlator calculations discussed in previous sections. These small corrections con-
tain interesting physics, though, and we discuss ways of diagnosing them in the following
section. In addition we discuss a multishock configuration where such effects are order
one.
6 Discussion
We have seen that simple correlators that diagnose scrambling are holographically de-
scribed by bulk high energy collisions with energies of order GNs ∼ 1 in AdS units. At
these energies there are significant corrections to Einstein gravity due to perturbative
string effects. The most important one is elastic transverse spreading. To understand
the imprint of these effects on field theoretic quantities let us first review the behavior of
correlators (2), (3), and (4) when the W and V operators are localized in the boundary
field theory [1, 3].
For concreteness consider the one sided arrangement (3)
D(|x− y|, t) = 〈Wy(t)VxWy(t)Vx〉. (78)
where all operators are on the R side and x, y denote points in the field theory. As discussed
above, (78) is closely related to the commutator C = 〈[Wx(t), Vy]2〉: D is small where the
commutator is large, both indicating the action of chaos.
The analysis in previous sections shows that D is determined by folding the scattering
amplitude against the wave functions. The connection between boundary x coordinates
and the bulk x profile can be distorted when the scattering is strong and the overlap
integral is dominated by tails of the wave functions. For simplicity we will confine ourselves
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Figure 7: First row: ballistic growth of chaotic region in Einstein gravity.
Second row: stringy diffusive disk appears first, then region of ballistic growth moves away
faster.
to regions where the scattering is only moderate and D decreases only by an order one
relative amount. In this region we can approximately identify the bulk and boundary
transverse coordinate and read off the shock profile from D(|x− y|, t). The form f ∼ e−µx
multiplied by the boost e
2pi
β
t produces an order one decrease when |x − y| = vB(t − t∗)
where vB = 2pi/(βµ) =
√
d/(2(d− 1)) is the butterfly effect velocity. This ballistic growth
of chaos is illustrated schematically in the first row of Fig. 7 . The regions inside the circles
have D small. The first observable circle appears at t∗.
But when stringy effects are included we see an interesting modification. From (69,
70) we see that the sharp shock profile is smoothed out by string spreading. in particular
the delay in (4) means that no order one effect appears until a bit after t∗, at
t(λ)∗ = t∗
(
1 +
d(d− 1)
4
√
λ
+ ...
)
(79)
At t
(λ)
∗ the scattering strength for all |x−y| less than the spreading scale ρ2 = log(`2ss)/(2
√
λ)
is approximately constant because of the smoothing effect of string spreading. When t = t∗,
ρ ∼ 1
λ1/4
√
t∗ ∼ 1λ1/4
√
logN2 so a decreased D appears all across a disk of this paramet-
rically large size. At later times (69, 70) show that a ballistic circle begins moving away,
leaving behind a slowly growing disk dominated by string spreading. The growth is slow
when λ is large. A sketch of this is presented in the second row of Fig. 7. The detailed
nature of this growth depends on the convolution of the wave functions with the string
amplitude. We have not be examined this in detail.
In the boundary field theory the
√
log s behavior becomes a
√
t behavior. This repre-
sents a kind of stringy diffusion. In the bulk this is just a curved space generalization of
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the branched diffusion on the horizon described in [6, 5]. In the field theory we see that
there is a novel kind of diffusion of chaos occurring in a theory with strings in the dual.
In [3] the connection was made between the ballistic growth of the commutator and
the growth of the size of the precursor operator Wx(t). The ballistic growth with velocity
vB is consistent with the growth of the tensor network describing Wx(t). Here we see an
interesting modification: stringy diffusion effects smooth out the ballistic growth of the
tensor network. The field theoretic explanation of this, and more generally of the diffusion
of chaos is an interesting open problem. It may be related to the growth of Wilson loop
operators in such field theories.
The above analysis applies to large λ when the bulk geometry is weakly curved com-
pared to the string scale. From the field theory perspective it is natural to ask about the
behavior of scrambling at small λ when the field theory is weakly coupled. The intuition
described in [17] suggests that because the strength of gluon scattering in the gauge theory
is of order λ at small λ, the scrambling time should be of order β
λ
logN2, parametrically
longer than in the gravitational limit.
There is a potentially interesting connection between the above and known small λ
results for high energy scattering in large N SYM.17 The parameter c(2) used in (4) that
controls the large λ stringy corrections is closely related to the curved space regge intercept
j0(λ) that controls high energy AdS scattering, as discussed in [40] . This parameter can
be calculated at small λ perturbatively [55–57] and at all λ using integrability techniques.
(Some recent references include [58–60]). Roughly speaking, the eikonal phase at fixed
impact parameter behaves like GNs
j0(λ)−1. At large λ, j0(λ) = 2− c1λ1/2 giving the standard
GNs gravity limit.
18 At small λ, j0(λ) = 1 + c2λ, showing that the eikonal phase behaves
like sc2λ, increasing very slowly with s.
If we repeated our scrambling analysis in AdS-Rindler coordinates in D = 5 the eikonal
phase would precisely be that of high energy scattering in AdS determined by j0 with
s = e
2pi
β
t with β
2pi
= `AdS . The correlators would have the schematic magnitude
1− const
N2
e
(j0(λ)−1)2pi
β
t +O(N−4) (80)
giving a scrambling time
t∗ ∼ β
2pi(j0(λ)− 1) logN
2 ∼ β
2pic2λ
logN2 (81)
17The following observations were developed in part in a discussion with Lenny Susskind.
18Here c1, and c2 in the following, are known positive constants.
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as suggested above.
The Regge intercept can be computed perturbatively at small λ by resumming a set of
gluon ladder diagrams (see the discussion in [61]), with the diagram with k rungs behaving
like (λ log s)k. In AdS-Rindler coordinates this UV divergence becomes a (λt)k long time
IR divergence for a field theory on hyperbolic space. This suggests that the weak coupling
scrambling time in thermal field theory could be studied by computing IR divergent gluon
exchanges perturbatively.
We now turn to inelastic effects. Although their influence on the correlators considered
in this paper is parametrically small, as shown in the previous section, it is still interesting
to consider the interpretation of these effects in the scrambling system. Let us first look
at tidal excitation of oscillator modes in the bulk. Suppose X is a boundary operator dual
to a bulk excited string state and consider a correlator of the form
〈WL(t)XLVRWR(t)〉. (82)
When t is of order one this correlator is small because 〈XLVR〉 is small, of order e−λ1/4 .
But as t increases tidal excitation increases this overlap, until at t ∼ t∗ scrambling causes
it to exponentially drop.
Long string production and subsequent decay into multiple smaller strings could po-
tentially be diagnosed by correlators of the form
〈WL(t)XLYLVRWR(t)〉 (83)
but because there are many possible final states the amplitude to go into any particular
one will be small. Another diagnostic is the initial behavior of the square of the commu-
tator 〈[V,W (t)]2〉. In Einstein gravity, the expectation value of the squared commutator
starts out at order N−4e
4pi
β
t. This is related to the fact that the tree-level contribution
to 〈VW (t)VW (t)〉 is pure imaginary. However, in string theory, this commutator starts
out at order N−2λ−1/2e
2pi
β
t. This is because the commutator [W (t), V ] has a N−1λ−1/4
piece corresponding to a long string, in addition to the N−2 piece that corresponds to the
scattered quanta.
These simple correlators see just the “tip of the iceberg” of scrambling. All the inelastic
scattering effects present in the bulk S matrix are present in the full system even though
they make a small contribution to such simple quantities. The field theoretic objects
necessary to fully diagnose them will be very complicated, and will be closely related to
those necessary to describe bulk physics behind the horizon.
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In closing we point out one example of a simple correlator involving two shocks where
strong inelastic effects do produce a dominant effect. Consider a two-sided correlation
function of V operators in a two-shock state
〈ψ|VL(−t′)VR(t)|ψ〉, |ψ〉 = WL(t)WR(−t)|TFD〉, (84)
where the locations of the times are illustrated in Fig. 8. If ∆W  ∆V  1, then we
t'
-tt
-t'
Figure 8: Geometries sourced by early shocks on both sides [2] in which the collision energy
is G2Ns 1 (left) G2Ns ∼ 1 (center) and G2Ns 1 (right).
can assess the correlation function using geodesics in the background sourced by the W
operators. In D = 3 spacetime bulk dimensions, these geodesics are real. If the center
of mass energy in the collision of the W operators, s ∼ e 4piβ t satisfies G2Ns  1, then the
geodesic will pass through the post-collision region, but nonlinear effects in the collision
will be suppressed (left panel).19 If G2Ns 1, then nonlinear effects will be important, but
the post-collision region will be isolated near the singularity (right panel). However, in
the intermediate region G2Ns ∼ 1, the geodesic will pass through a nonlinear post-collision
region, suggesting that (84) might be sensitive to G2Ns physics at an order-one level.
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A Brownian circuit
In this appendix, we will compute the correlation function (3) in a quantum system with
a random time-dependent Hamiltonian. This system can be understood as a continuum
limit of a random circuit in which the couplings change at each time step. This large degree
of randomness reduces the computation of the correlator to the solution of a system of
2n linear ODEs, where n is the number of sites. The interactions couple all degrees of
freedom together, in a way vaguely similar to the dynamics at a single lattice site of a
large N gauge theory. We will emphasize three results:
• The correlator has exponential tails at large t.
• The correlator is very well fit by the holographic shock-wave computation [1], D(t) ≈(
1+a
1+aebt
)c
, with a ∼ 1/n, b ∼ 1, c ∼ 1.
• The time t∗ ∝ log n it takes for the correlator to be O(1) affected agrees with an
information-theoretic definition of the scrambling time.
The specific system that we will work with is the two-body nonlocal Brownian circuit
on n spins, studied in section three of [16]. We will follow the conventions from that paper.
Roughly, at each time step, the Hamiltonian is proportional to∑
i<j
∑
αi,αj
J (i,j)αi,αjσ
(i)
αi
σ(j)αj (85)
with Gaussian random J couplings for each pair of sites i, j = 1, ..., n and pair of Pauli
indices αi, αj = 0, 1, 2, 3.
More precisely, the infinitesimal change in the time evolution operator at time t is
U(t+ dt)− U(t) = −n
2
U(t)dt− i
√
n
8(n− 1)
∑
i<j
∑
αi,αj
σ(i)αi σ
(j)
αj
U(t)dB(t)(i,j)αi,αj . (86)
Here, dt is an ordinary infinitesimal, with dtdt = 0. The infinitesimal dB(t) is a random
variable that has expectation value zero, and has a square that is equal to a Kronecker
delta times dt,
dB(t)
(i,j)
α,β dB(t)
(i′,j′)
α′,β′ = δi,i′δj,j′δα,α′δβ,β′dt. (87)
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The product dBdt is also zero.
These rules define an ensemble for the time evolution operator U(t). We are interested
in the average, over this ensemble, of the correlation function (3),
D(t) = EU
(
〈σ(2)z (t)σ(1)z σ(2)z (t)σ(1)z 〉
)
. (88)
Since the system does not have a fixed Hamiltonian, it does not have a well-defined thermal
density matrix. Instead, we will take expectation values in the infinite temperature state.
Explicitly,
D(t) = EU
(
2−ntr{U(t)σ(2)z U(t)† σ(1)z U(t)σ(2)z U(t)† σ(1)z }
)
. (89)
Using the invariance of the U(t) ensemble under individual rotations of any of the sites,
we can conclude that D would be unchanged if we replaced σ
(1)
z by σ
(1)
x or σ
(1)
y . On the
other hand, if we replace σ
(1)
z by 1, we get 2−ntr 1 = 1. Summing over these different
replacements and using
∑3
α=0 σ
(j)
α Mσ
(j)
α = 2(trjM)⊗ 1j, we find
3D(t) + 1 = 2−nEU
(
2 trL−1
(
tr1U(t)σ
(2)
z U(t)
†)2 ). (90)
Here, we are using the notation L− 1 to mean all sites but the first.
Substituting in for U(t+ dt) using Eq. (86), one finds that the time derivative of D(t)
is not purely a function of D(t). This means that we need to study the time evolution
of a larger set of variables, in the hopes of finding a closed set of equations. In fact, the
RHS is closely related to the purity of the subsytem L − 1, and the set of all subsytem
purities was shown to satisfy a closed set of ODEs in [16]. We will simply borrow this
result. Define for any subsytem A ⊂ L
gA(t) = EU
(
2−ntrA
(
trAcU(t)σ
(2)
z U(t)
†)2 ). (91)
The results of [16] show that these functions satisfy
(n− 1) d
dt
gA = 2nAc
∑
j∈A
gA−j − 4nAnAcgA + 2nA
∑
j∈Ac
gA+j −
∑
j∈A,k∈Ac
gA+k−j. (92)
Here, n, nA, and nAc refer respectively to the number of sites in L, A, and Ac = L − A.
Once we solve this system of ODEs with the appropriate initial conditions, we can recover
D(t) via Eq. (90) as
D(t) =
2gL−1 − 1
3
. (93)
Although there are a large number of different subsystems, the symmetry of the initial
conditions and the permutation symmetry of the dynamics means that there are only ∼ 2n
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different functions gA. We will parameterize these as gk(t) and g
(2)
k (t), where the former
refers to gA for a subsystem of size k not containing site two, and the latter refers to gA
for a subsystem of size k that does contain site two. The index for gk runs from k = 0 to
k = n− 1, and the index for g(2)k runs from k = 1 to k = n.
Using Eq. (92), we find that gk, g
(2)
k satisfy
n− 1
k
d
dt
gk = 2(n− k)gk−1 − (5n− 5k − 1)gk − g(2)k + 2(n− k − 1)gk+1 + 2g(2)k+1 (94)
n− 1
n− k
d
dt
g
(2)
k = 2(k − 1)g(2)k−1 + 2gk−1 − (5k − 1)g(2)k − gk + 2kg(2)k+1 (95)
together with the initial conditions
gk(0) = 0 (96)
g
(2)
k (0) = 2
n−k. (97)
After solving this system of 2n ODEs, we recover the correlator as
D(t) =
2g
(2)
n−1 − 1
3
. (98)
One thing is immediately apparent: the late-time asymptotics of the ensemble average
of the correlator will be exponential, with a time constant determined by the eigenvalue
gap of the system described above. Individual realizations of the Brownian circuit will
have O(2−n) fluctuations about this mean behavior.
Another feature is apparent if we plot D(t) for different values of n. Nothing much
happens to the correlator until t ∼ log n, after which point the function exponentially
decays. To understand this logarithmic behavior, let us change the equations slightly and
set gk = 0 for all time. Define G(x) as 2
k−ng(2)k , evaluated at x = k/n. Then the system
of ODEs becomes the following PDE:
∂tG = −3(1− x)G− 3x(1− x)∂xG+ 5
2n
∂2xG+ ... (99)
where the dots are higher order in 1
n
∂x. The initial conditions are G(x, t = 0) = 1, and
the correlator is related to G(1− 1/n, t). Because of the first term, away from x = 1, the
function G exponentially decreases in a time of order one. However, the factors of (1− x)
slow down the evolution near x = 1. Naively, it takes a time of order n for the function at
1 − 1/n to change significantly. In fact, this analysis is incorrect: expanding near x = 1,
the equation becomes ∂tG = −∂yG, where y = 13 log 11−x . The time for the correlator to
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Figure 9: The ensemble average of the correlator D(t) for different values of n.
be affected is proportional to y(x = 1 − 1/n) = 1
3
log n. This agrees quantitatively with
a numerical analysis of the ODEs with gk replaced by zero. It suggests a picture of fast
scrambling consisting of ballistic wave propagation in a logarithmic coordinate.
Finally, let us make contact with an information-theoretic definition of the scrambling
time. One definition of scrambling of mixed states proceeds as follows: take a thermal state
and perturb one site. How long does it take until this perturbation cannot be detected on
any subsystem of size n − O(1)? For the Brownian circuit, this time is the same as the
time for the correlator to be O(1) affected. We can see this as follows. Take the initial
density matrix ρ = 2−n(1 + σ(1)z ). This is a maximally mixed state on all but the first
site. One can show that the purity of subsystem A of size k is equal to 2−k + 2−ngA. The
maximally-mixed value is 2−k. If the purity is multiplicatively close to this value, then
the subsystem cannot be well-distinguished from maximally mixed. The slowest-to-relax
purity is the purity of the entire system minus one site, i.e. gL−1. The time at which this
purity relaxes is related by Eq. (98) to the time at which the correlator is affected by the
perturbation.
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